Scholarship Recipients

Allan Endowed Student Support Fund
- Nick Devon
- Bridgette Kennelly
- Wendy Kwan
- Hilary Fowler
- Nick Marshall
- Miranda Nguyen
- Amier Reza
- Stace Robinson
- Ryan Root
- Kyle Sogge
- Chris Woo

Boeing Business Scholarship
- Kaitlin Knutson
- Jonathan Mannella
- Mariam Rahimi
- Maliha Siddiqui

Boeing CSS Scholarship
- Vu Dinh

Boeing Electrical Engineering Scholarship
- Kelley Welsh

Kenyon Chan and Shirley Hune Endowed Student Support Fund
- Jacquelyn Julien
- Linda Ton

Chancellor’s Merit Scholarship
- Kirsten Donno
- Aubrey Heim
- Nicholas Lasorella
- Daniel Luncasu-Rolea
- Jordan Nakamura
- Matthew Pittsford
- Meerit Said
- Garrett Borbe
- Austin Brandt
- Johan Brusa
- Fatima Elwalid
- Jordyn Haynes
- Tyler Hilde
- Pavel Krivopustov
- Vendy Nhaps
- Thomas Pennington

Natalie K. Lang International Student/Immigrant Scholarship
- Karla Armendariz
- Keyi Chen
- Hatha Dam
- Miyu Kimura

Mary Gates Scholarship
- Sally Brady
- Bren Hammond
- Brendan Korb
- Dan Lombardo
- Jessica Manfredi
- Anthony Stillman
- Brooke Sullateskee-Rincon
- Cici Zhang

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship
- Damian Kashfia
- Kimberly Parker

GO! Scholarship
- Luis Olazabal
- Muhammed Saleh

Grace Hopper Computer Science Conference Scholarship
- Diane Kerstein
- Chunchao Zhang
- Brittany Bentley

Fulbright Fellowship Finalist
- Kailyn Elliot
- Matthew Libby
- Michael Wright

Martinez Foundation Fellowship
- Sobia Sheikh
- Elisa Yzaguirre

Pat Matthews Education Scholarship
- Molly Maloney

Richard and Anne Penny Endowed Student Support Fund
- Miranda Nguyen
- Christopher Delgado

Jerry Wilmot Memorial Scholarship
- Kelly Ross Gentry

Marv Workman Business Scholarship
- Nykole Mitchell

Richard C. and Lois M. Worthington Endowed Scholarship
- Armani Carithers
- Niccole Coder
- Connie Leggio
- Doiba Marip
- Alejandra Perez
- Viona Sando
- Elizabeth Spokoiny
- Sara Tiv
- Linda Ton
- Jessica Velasquez

UW Bothell Alumni Scholarship
- Miriam Cisneros
- Shannon Leigh
- Hillary Sanders
- Morgan Kim

UW Bothell Annual Scholarship
- Luis Ballesteros
- Madison Bertrand
- Valerie Blake
- Janelle Cater
- Ashley Farmer
- Meghan Gartshore
- Suzannah Kirk

UW Bothell Founders Fellowship
- Lexi Menth
- Bri McCloskey
- Allison Kane
- Mike Locascio
- Douglas Henderson
- Hatha Dam
- Robert Shaffer
- Mariam Salloom
- Jessica Christie

UW Bothell Nursing Scholarship
- Danette Ver Woert
- Hellen Gagiu
- Rebecca Roop-Kharasch

Purple & Gold Scholarship
- Adam Burkhalter
- Josh Brunner
- Kristen Lee
- Andrew Watson
- Arrianna Davison
- Seth Farb
- Rosalyn Luong

UW Bothell Study Abroad Scholarship
- Ashley Baker
- Jamil Chavez
- Jamie Clark
- Veronica Claudio
- Valerie Cortes
- Aimee Desrochers
- Isara Ebsen
- Heidi Hannah
- Meghan Hawkins
- Joshua Ioniesi
- Michelle Mudrovich
- Stacie Rajkovics
- Matthew Rice
- Keishanna Russell
- Stephanie Schoeppe
- Joshua Thedsombandith
- Vanessa Teeter
- Alisa Teofilo
- Kenneth Valleser
- Savan Vekearia
- Elaine Vu-Phan
- Eleanor Wort
- Muhammed Saleh
- Shada Shomali

Wells Fargo Diversity Scholarship
- Jerome Cadelina
- Jamil Hassam
- Ayva Thomas
- K. Lea Wilson

Don Whitney Memorial Scholarship
- Joe Torres
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The Impact of Your Gift:
Miranda Nguyen, Scholarship Recipient
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Scholarship Donors

Allan Endowed Student Support Fund
- Douglas and Barbara Allan
- Boeing Business Scholarship
- Boeing CSS Scholarship
- Boeing Electrical Engineering Scholarship
  - The Boeing Company
- Amelia M. Bowers Family Post Baccalaureate K-8 Teacher Certification Scholarship
  - Andrea Anderson and David Plude
  - Debra Anderson
  - John Aslin
  - Susan Stocker Asplund
  - Charles and Linda Baie
  - Linda Berg
  - Chuck and Dana Bigham
  - Amelia and Christopher Bowers
  - Logan Bowers
  - Steven Braaten and Kathleen Wong
  - Nancy Bush
  - Margaret and Walter Carr
  - Nancy and Steve Carr
  - Emily Christian
  - Jean Eisele
  - Paul and Penelope Fredlund
  - Richard Gabriel
  - Linda Gourlie
  - Carole Grisham
  - Rex and Tana Hasart
  - Pamela Joseph and Mark Windschitl
  - James and Jane Kinyoun
  - Mary Koura
  - Carole Kubota
  - Matthew Lang
  - Barbara MacFadden
  - Ann and Lewis Macfarlane
  - Craig and Patricia MacGowan
  - Ken and Mary Ann MacVey
  - Kathleen Martin
  - Martha and Nick Meeks
  - Lori O’Brien
  - Jean Randall
  - John and Kathleen Rasmussen
  - Stanley Sharp
  - Amy and Mark Stabinagas
  - Paul and Sonia Vexler
  - Susan Vinson
  - Kimberly Wilson and John Downs
  - Mark and Pamela Wilson
  - Aline Yiu

Kenyon Chan and Shirley Hune Endowed Student Support Fund
- Kenyon Chan & Shirley Hune

Hung Dan & Odette Austria Endowed Student Emergency Support Fund
- Hung Dan & Odette Austria
- Natalie Kay Lang International/Immigrant Student Scholarship
  - Marleigh and Harley Lang
  - Boris and Diana Poperny
  - Denise Rollin
- Martinez Foundation Fellowship
  - Ralph Duffin
  - Edgar and Holli Martinez
  - The Martinez Foundation
- Pat Matthews Scholarship Fund
  - Richard & Anne Penny Endowed Student Support Fund
    - Richard & Anne Penny
- Richard C. and Lois M. Worthington Endowed Scholarship
  - Michael Hablewitz
  - Concetta Leggio
  - Tristine Samberg
  - Richard & Lois Worthington

UW Bothell Scholarship Fund
- Melissa and Clyde Arias
- Lisa Beal-Austin
- Igor Bodi
- Emily Christian
- Sedonia Cochran
- Ann and George Cox
- Colleen Cullen and Mark Martino
- Magdalena Duffield
- Anthony and Lisa Guerrero
- Elaine Haig-Widner
- Lisa and Henry Hall
- Kristin Hunt
- Lisa Jensen
- Kathy Kirchner
- Dean and Gerrie Margell
- Chryle McNees
- Sally Mebust
- Microsoft Corporation
- Teresa Moore
- Laurence and Shelly Parfitt
- Cameron Rahman
- Raymond Sayah, Jr.
- Vladimir Simontov
- John and Wilma Smith
- Rosalinda Steele
- Christine Stiegmeyer
- Douglas Thurber
- Laretha Todd

MORE →
Scholarship Fund

UW Bothell Alumni

Olin Viydo
Paulus Hartanto
Kristian Harris
Adam Hamblin
Brenda Hammond
Mary Santos
Naser Khamis

UW Bothell Alumni Scholarship Fund

Dana Adams
Sara Adamski
Sue Ambler
Isaiah Anderson
Yvonne Anthony-Lopez
Abraham Asnashe
Dion and Veronica Babast
Rachael Ballien
Janey Barrick
Yomara Bedolla
Bernadette and Ramon Belter
Lauren Belter
Ariana Bengtsson
Emmet Bizuneh
Sarah Bond
Andrey Bruschenko
Roman Bulan
Lauren Burns
Melanie Burnham
Cassidy Butler
Gary Butler
Nancy Calderbank
Jamie Camalich
Mitch Carlson
Melody Carrington
Celia Casillas
Stephanie Chavez
David and Terri Chudzik
Yesenia Cisneros
Michael Collins
John Comstock
Sandra Cortes
Kristian Dahl
John Davis Jr.
Patricia Davis
Austin Dean
Tamara Debarr
Tiffany Defarbus
Wells Fargo Foundation

Suzanne Sikma
Sierra Rediger
Michael Gannon and Cynthia Ferrell
Max Gellert
Maryel Duzan
Chenhao Mingnan Wu
Christopher Wright
Benjamin Moghadam
Olivia Monsaa
Lara Morrison
Marilin Moul
Liam Munro
Salwyn Naidoo
Alyssa Neralo
Annie Nguyen
Kimberly Norby
Tedros Ogbaimcael
Kimberly O’Neill
Brenda Pearsall
Mai Pham
Melissa Pham
Laura Pierce
Javier Pimentel
Brittany Potts
Julie Price
Evan Purdy
Kari and Joel Purdy
Neda Rabbanian
Manoj Raheja
Mary Ramos
Andrea Reeff

Lynda Heng
Krystal Hernandez
Craig Heyamoto
Katie Hill
Mina Hooshangi
Amber Hopkins
May Houston
Georgia Howe
Mary and James Howiswey
Antony Hurst Jr.
Shaniza Irmana
Sam Jaross
Erik Johnson
Eliseo Juarez
Gary and Linda Keizur
Elly Kenna
Bobbie Khanna
Mandy Knudston
Christa Kourietchian Conley
Olesandr Kylyukh
Craig Lacrore
Bradford Lakey
George Lampe
Healy Landis
Jennifer Landry
Cara and Brent Lane
Marleigh and Harley Lang
Cahtlin Langmead
My-Phuong Le
Lydia Lee
Youmi Lee
Tsz Yeung Eric Lim
Pammala Uuikamsaksal
Frannie Little
Khieong Lo
Joseph Lubin
Rocio Luna Garcia
Xing Luo
Matthew Makous
Jessica Manfredi
Sean Marsh and Mary Little
Lisa Maynard
Matthew McIntire
Rachael Meares
Imelda Melendrez
Kyle Mery
Microsoft Corporation
Kim Miker
Jason Miller
Krystle Minerich
Derek Mitchell
Alexander Moghadam
Olivia Monsaa
Lara Morrison
Marilin Moul
Liam Munro
Salwyn Naidoo
Alyssa Neralo
Annie Nguyen
Kimberly Norby
Tedros Ogbaimcael
Kimberly O’Neill
Brenda Pearsall
Mai Pham
Melissa Pham
Laura Pierce
Javier Pimentel
Brittany Potts
Julie Price
Evan Purdy
Kari and Joel Purdy
Neda Rabbanian
Manoj Raheja
Mary Ramos
Andrea Reeff

Amanda Rickard
Christinna Rieken
Tyler Rothnie
Nathaniel Sage
Umar Samud
Joe Santos
David and Janice Sao
Tabitha Schliesman
Carolyn Schumacher
Shaden Shadman
Reimundo Shaw
Geni Sheikh
Andrew Shen
Jeffrey Siegel
Talwinder Singh
Arianne Slatyer
Jerry Smith
Christian Stockhouse
Jake Stapp
Angela Stone
Drew Stone
Aleksandr Stovba
Natalie Strongin
Nicholas Suh
Richard Suh
Tracy Sullivan
Curtis Takahashi
Sally Tamblin
Thanh Tang
Yuan Tian
Brittania Torkkola
Bat Tsong
Jyte Turtle
Hillary U
Kristina Walters
Michael Ward
Sherry Wartelle
Melissa Watkinson
Riley Weisenbarger
Nolan Welfringer
Meredith Wentf
Charles Wesley
Danielle Whitney
Joshua Williams
Kayla Wilson
Maya Wine
Benjamin Wiseloge
Christopher Wright
Mingnan Wu
Chenhao Yu
Alison Yochum
Fred Yuen

UW Bothell Founders Fund

Virginia Chappelle
Maryz Dhuan
Max Gellert
Rodney Proctor & Lynn Ries

UW Bothell Founders Scholarship Fund

Cynthia Ferrell
Michael Gannon and Maureen West-Gannon
Sarah Hinklemann
Camille Howell
Kathy Jo Mann
Sierra Rediger
Jamie Shirley
Suzanne Sikma

Wells Fargo Diversity Scholarship

Wells Fargo Foundation

Don Whitney Memorial Scholarship

Adebolga Ajayi
AT&T Foundation
Louis and Karen Bajuk-Yorgan
Leyla Beyaz
Raul and Sandra Biascochea
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Christopher Boody
Kristin Boyd
Richard Boydston
Carolyn and Tom Brennan
Mark Bushbeck
Thomas Canaday
Guilermo and Jolee Cano
Elizabeth and Mark Chan
Kathryn and Richard Chester
Jordan Chester
Scott Davis and Weijuan Shi-Davis
Eric Debbel
Shailendra Dhamankar
William Eskew
Marcelo Guerra Hahn
Katia Hage
Michelle Huynh
Jana Hyde
Karen and Yoontae Kim
Sandeev Krishnamurthy
Julie Larson
Jing Liu
Sean Marsh and Mary Little
John Mason
Prakash Menon
Microsoft Corporation
Arthur and Jean Morgan
Tom Noonan
Kimberly O’Neill
Oracle Corporation
Shau Phang
Josie Presley
Eileen Robinson
Denise Rollin
Gopinath Sankaran
Dena Saunders
Bernard Schultz
Randy and Melanie Serrroels
Gowri Shankar
Ketan Shah
Weijuan Shi
Jeffrey Siegel
Carla Stewart
Wade Sugiyama
Steven Teixeira
The Boeing Company
Ron and Gail Tilden
Lisa and Ron Walker
Beth Whitney
Emma Wilson
Clara Wong
Qi Yao

Wolf and Sandy Yeigh Endowed STEM Undergraduate Scholarship

Wolf and Sandy Yeigh